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DESIGN STRATEGY AREA 3 This space is framed by Moore Annexe (varied panelling of grey and heritage brick) on the northern side with McCrea Building 
(red brick) and Horton (dark brown brick and white panels) on the south side.  There are glimpsed views to the boiler house 

chimneys (heritage brick) between trees and other elements (bin store). 

Create consistency and a strong visual connection along 
the road corridor with black top resurfacing and widening 
of adjacent footpaths (replace worn out verges). 

This junction provides a key pedestrian node on the spine road which is well‐used 
but understated with a back -of-house character. A re-design of this area is required 
to maintain the existing function and to add to an improved look‐and‐feel in line 
with other areas of the spine road and integrates the various styles of building.  

New crossing point between 
both sides of the road.

Increase capacity of bin store to accommodate 
and enclose bins from outside McCrea building.  

Form a new seating area 
along edge of road corridor 

Form a new seating area in front of 
Horton building to exploit views to 
Founders Building and Boiler House  

Existing border

DETAIL SKETCH DESIGN AREA 3A

Seating to match those located outside of the Computer Centre to 
ensure that character and style is more consistent around campus.

New paving materials and details will match those already existing, 
helping to strengthen character (brick egding and square paving).

Benches positioned to encourage 
social interaction and focus on views 
of the Founders building clock tower 

Existing Hatch

Offset paving around existing tree to allow bulb planting 
which will provide seasonal interest and improve biodiversity.
Reuse salvaged paving from adjacent to McCrea Building

Extend herbaceous border around corner 
of Horton building and keep a standoff 
from the edge of the building / windows 
for privacy and minimise disturbance.

Key view towards the Founders Building clock tower from new 
seating area

Fire Exit 
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DETAIL SKETCH DESIGN AREA 4A

New herbaceous prairie planting to mirror the planting 
style outside Moore Building. All areas to receive 
additional features for seasonal interest, improve 
biodiversity and help develop rhythm and regularity 
through the landscape - see winter interest sheet. 

Replace the lollypop tree with a water 
feature or sculpture to become the focal 
point to the square and add interest during 
the winter when most of the vegetation has 
died back. 

New seating to encourage activity 
and use of space. These will match 
the benches located outside of the 
Computer Centre.

The updated floor pattern to mirror the 
Founder’s Building Quadrangle, to create 
visual links across the campus’

An image to show the paving design within the Founders 
Quadrangle

New benches to match those located outside of the Computer 
Centre to ensure that character and style is consisted.

An image to show the existing herbaceous prairie planting outside 
the  Moore Building to be extended into new planting beds.

ADDING WINTER INTEREST TO HERBACEOUS PRAIRIE PLANTING Throughout the winter the  herbaceous prairie planting can lack 
colour and interest. This page explores various ways in which 

vibrancy and colour can be continued all year round.

Evergreen topiary can add structure and colour all year round 
whilst also being in-keeping with the herbaceous planting 

meadows. bay trees also continue the edible foods theme and 
could be used by the students. 

Colourful sculptures can add vibrancy throughout the year. 
Larger sculptures can become landmark features and be used 
as anchor points throughout the linear site, whilst the smaller 
sculptures will be discovered during the winter months when the 
vegetation dies back.

A simple option would be to plant species which would bring 
seasonal interest during winter such as Cornus, Iris and winter 
aconite. 

Rustic, minimalistic sculptures will add texture and height during 
the winter months whilst becoming inconspicuous when the 

plants in leaf. These could also symbolise historic aspects of the 
Universities past.  

EVERGREEN PLANTS

EYE-CATCHING SCULPTURES WINTER SPECIES

SUBTLE SCULPTURES

New amphitheatre steps to reflect the character of the Founders 
Building plaza and enclose the small courtyard space’
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DESIGN STRATEGY AREA 2
Tolansky ‘Memorial’ Lawn, paved seating area

This space is framed by a belt of trees and glimpsed views of boiler house chimneys (heritage brick) and International (multi-
coloured panels) on the northern side, with Horton (dark brown brick) and Tolansky Lab (grey block) to the south and Wilson 

building (orange/red brick) to the east.  
This area is an underutilised and disjointed area of campus which has been influenced by a legacy of various developments to 

surrounding areas.

Improvements should aim to give better 
visual impact and to enable greater use of the 
green space for informal recreation.   

Unify the style of this area and create 
a more meaningful ‘space’ with clear 
identity and positive character. 

Key elements of this space are proposed seating areas which 
would create a focal point, set down within the terracing.  
Keep a standoff from the edge of the building /windows for 
privacy and minimise disturbance.

Create consistency and a strong visual connection 
along the road corridor with black top resurfacing 
and widening of adjacent footpaths (replace worn 
out verges). Pavements will be grey to match the 
colours of the Boiler House. 

Extend planting style from 
Boilerhopuse entrance to 
opposite side of road

Include a new safe crossing point from the steps 
and roadway leading from the Boilerhouse to 
Tolansky lawn.  Consider wheelchair access 
and / or connect to existing road

Tree work to be carried out on selected upper 
branches to open views towards the Boilerhouse 
chimneys, but ensuring screening of less attractive 
functional elements at lower levels.

The fruit trees are in poor shape but they are potentially are 
remnant of the farming legacy of the site. There are also a 
number of memorial trees with dedication plaques which 
need to be treated with consideration

Additional planting on bank.

DETAIL SKETCH DESIGN AREA 2A

Green service box (approximate 
location) to be screened with wooden 
cladding to match the bin store.

Seating positioned to focus on the views of the 
Founders Building clock tower and the Boiler 
House Chimneys as key ‘borrowed’ landmarks. 

Additional fruit trees with meadow 
grassland to be planted within this area to 
re-instate orchard character and provide 
edible crops.  This would extend the theme 
from the Boilerhouse Cottage. 

New seating to reflect the character of Founders Building Plaza. 

Consider development of wildflower meadow to improve 
biodiversity and add seasonal interest

Key view towards the Founders Building clock tower from upper 
seating area
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DESIGN STRATEGY AREA 1 This space is framed on three sides by the International Building to the north (brick, timber cladding and window shutters), the 
SU building to the east (red brick) and Wilson building to the south (red brick).   

The turf bank that rises up in from the International building offers the opportunity to created tiered levels of paving. This 
combined with the ‘pedestrianisation’ of the road offers the opportunity to create greater space for informal recreation ‐ seating, 

congregation ‐ and for specific events and to provide a distinctive feature to this area. 

The Student Union ‘plaza’ was refurbished 
in 2017 and is finished in a style and finish 
appropriate to the function and setting – red 
tarmac with grey kerbs and steps / seating. 

 Retain a section of grass lawn at rear for aesthetic purposes and 
improve ecological value with planting of additional wildflowers 
for pollinators.  Manage as wildflower meadow with annual cut.

Add deep steps /terracing into lawn area 

New steps / seating to follow and extend the 
landings of the existing International building 
entrance steps.

Keep a standoff from the edge of the 
International building / windows to 
the new steps / seating areas for 
privacy and minimise disturbance.

The three ‘memorial’ trees in this area to be 
relocated elsewhere on campus 

Refurbish paving adjacent 
to Wilson Workshop for 
queuing .

Canopy focal point

Canopy focal point

Attached hanging baskets onto the  
western wall of Wilson Workshop to 
soften the hard materials and add colour.

New tiered steps to double as seating 
and terracing to allow for setting up of 
stalls, etc. Consider red tarmac to mimic 
SU plaza.

Arrangement of terracing to provide 
amphitheatre style seating for outdoor events 
in the main square combined with road 
closure.

DETAIL SKETCH DESIGN AREA 1A

New amphitheatre steps to provide seating as has been adopted 
successfully at Founders Building Plaza. 

Consider development of wildflower meadow to improve 
biodiversity and add seasonal interest

New canopy focal point 
and part covered area, to 
compliment the other two 
within the SU plaza. 

New banners on the lighting columns will add identity 
and colour to the road. 

Red tarmac of SU plaza extended 
across road and footpath

New amphitheatre steps  and terracing will also tie in with the 
character of the existing landscape at the SU plaza

Summary

The 2015 Estate Plan highlighted an important pedestrian 
route between the Moore Building and the International 
Building, through the heart of the campus towards Piggery 
Gate, and vice versa.

This route generally follows the internal road which 
currently takes drivers from the Founders Gatehouse to 
the main Car Park 4 in the east.  The road surface is in a 
poor state of repair. The opportunity exists to undertake 
landscape improvements along this road with better 
connections into the paths leading to academic buildings 
and social venues such as the Boilerhouse Café and 
Student Union. 
 
When the new Piggery Gate junction becomes operational 
– planned around Summer 2021 – the number of vehicles 
using this route will be significantly reduced, creating a 
strong pedestrian feel through the heart of the campus. It 
is intended to be delivered over the course of next year, co-
ordinated to minimise disruption to campus activity.

CAMPUS 
SPINE ROAD

Design Strategy Area 1

Design Strategy Area 2General Location 

Design Strategy Area 3
Initial thoughts on adding variety and 
interest to the Spine Route

Royal Holloway, University of London 
Campus Spine Road landscape improvements


